
Unlock a  
new way of 
working.

Unlock Freedom
Carrier or no carrier. It’s your choice. With Unlocked by Samsung smartphones, you 
have the freedom to choose what works best for your employees.1 You can standardize 
on one device across multiple carriers, greatly simplifying IT. And no-contract 
Unlocked by Samsung smartphones can be customized for a company’s Wi-Fi only 
environment where no carrier is necessary.

Unlock the Mobile Device Experience
Unlocked by Samsung smartphones don’t come pre-loaded with any carrier apps, so 
you have a more consistent UI, and you can customize device software exactly 
the way you need it. And Unlocked by Samsung smartphones are optimized for 
U.S. carrier networks,1 with access to exclusive Samsung services like Knox™ and 
Samsung+ personal support.2

Unlock Value
When all employees standardize on the same device and have the same user interface, 
your company can have lower training, support and connectivity costs. You’ll have 
the right contract with the carrier of your choice, or even have no carrier at all. 
Software updates are easily managed, and IT can configure devices in bulk. And your 
unlocked devices are CapEx assets. With Unlocked by Samsung smartphones, your 
company saves from start to finish.

Optimize Your Workflow
The edge-to-edge screen on the 5.6" Super AMOLED Infinity Display maximizes 
content with rich, bright colors.3 A powerful 3000 mAh battery can keep up with the 
demands of your workday,4 while 32GB of built-in storage5 and the option to add up 
to 400GB with a microSD card6 provide plenty of room for all your files, photos and 
videos. A 16MP high-resolution front and rear camera makes it easy for your team 
to capture clear, crisp images anywhere, and an F1.7 aperture helps capture legible 
documents and bright photos. And facial recognition allows your team to unlock and 
access their phone quickly.

Experience Trusted Security
Samsung Knox™ is a security platform built from the chip up for superior protection 
and easy manageability.7 Knox keeps hackers out and your company’s data safe from 
the moment your device turns on. And with an integrated fingerprint scanner, the 
Galaxy A6 unlocks with a touch, so your team can safely and easily access everything 
they need to get the job done.

Get Enterprise Solutions, Services and Support
Samsung’s ProCare delivers two years of mobility technical support, to help keep your 
business running smoothly,8 and ProCare device protection provides deductible-free 
assistance to ensure damaged devices are repaired quickly. Cloud-based QuickStart 

lets you remotely manage, configure and deploy apps for your business’ mobile 
devices,9 while cloud-based Knox Configure lets you remotely enroll devices, push 
security patches and deploy application updates.

Cloud-based Knox Manage is a solution with an affordable license fee that allows 
you to restrict employee access to certain apps or websites, and remotely wipe and 
support your team’s devices. With Knox Mobile Enrollment, you can enroll all your 
team’s devices at once, so your employees can just power on their devices and 
connect to the network to enroll. And Samsung partners with Unified Endpoint 
Manager (UEM) and Mobile Device Management (MDM) providers like Blackberry 
and VMware to help you easily manage all your team’s devices.

Unlock security and productivity all day  
from anywhere.
The Samsung Galaxy A6 gives your team the ability to work securely 
and productively all day from anywhere. And you can do even more with 
the Unlocked by Samsung edition. Designed to give you the flexibility 
you need to make the best decisions for your business, the Unlocked by 
Samsung Galaxy A6 allows you to choose the carrier1 that works best for 
you. Plus it’s packed with high-performance features business users love, 
delivered at a mid-tier price.

Contact Us: samsung.com/unlockedforbusiness

Unlocked by Samsung

http://www.samsung.com/business
http://www.samsung.com/unlockedforbusiness


Galaxy A6
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Galaxy A6

Display3 5.6" Super AMOLED, 1480 x 720 Resolution (HD+)

Processor Exynos 7884, Octa-Core (1.6GHz), 64-bit, 14nm

Network10 4G LTE Cat. 6 with 2 CA

OS Android™ 8.0 (Oreo)

Dimensions / Weight 149.9 x 70.8 x 7.7mm / 162g (5.90 x 2.79 x 0.30 inches / 5.71 oz)

Camera Rear | 16MP (F1.7) Autofocus, Flash, 1080p video capture @ 30fps
Front | 16MP (F1.9), 720p video capture @ 30fps

Battery , Charging4 3000mAh, non-removable battery, Micro USB

Memory / Storage Memory: 3GB RAM (LPDDR4) / 32GB Storage5, expandable up to 400GB with microSD card6

Audio MP3, M4A, 3GA, AAC, OGG, OGA, WAV, WMA, AMR, AWB, FLAC, MID, MIDI, XMF, MXMF, IMY, RTTTL, RTX, OTA

Video MP4, M4V, 3GP, 3G2, WMV, ASF, AVI, FLV, MKV, WEBM

Connectivity

Wi-Fi 802.11 a/b/g/n/ac (2.4GHz + 5GHz)
Bluetooth v5.0 + BLE
Location: GPS, Glonass
Micro USB 2.0 
NFC

Bands B1 / B2 / B3 / B4 / B5 / B7 / B8 / B12 / B14

Sensors Accelerometer, Fingerprint sensor, Gyroscope, Geomagnetic sensor, Hall sensor, RGB light sensor, Proximity

Additional Features Knox,7 Samsung+, 3.5mm Stereo Ear Jack
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Learn More  samsung.com/business insights.samsung.com samsung.com/unlockedforbusiness
Product Support 1-866-SAM4BIZ
Follow Us  youtube.com/samsungbizusa   @SamsungBizUSA

1This device will work on any compatible network. Wireless voice, data and messaging services are compatible with most GSM networks such as AT&T and T-Mobile and CDMA networks such as Verizon, Sprint and US Cellular.® Support for certain rate plans, features 
and services such as VoWiFi and hotspot vary by wireless service provider. See provider for details. 2These features and more may not be supported by non-U.S. Samsung unlocked devices. Non-U.S. refers to Samsung-branded devices intended for use in other countries 
and not imported or sold by Samsung Electronics America, Inc. 3Screen measured diagonally as a full rectangle without accounting for the rounded corners. 4Battery power consumption depends on factors such as network configuration; carrier; signal strength; operating 
temperature; features selected; vibrate mode; backlight settings; browser use; frequency of calls; and voice, data and other application-usage patterns. 5Portions of memory occupied by existing content. 6MicroSD card sold separately. 7For the full list of Knox certifications, 
please visit samsungknox.com. 8Extra service fees apply. Plans are sold based on MSRP or price end-user paid, whichever is less. Total duration includes one year of standard limited warranty. Labor-only costs for mechanical and electrical breakdown are covered from date of 
purchase. Both parts and labor costs are covered after the manufacturer’s warranty expires through the plan term. 9Extra service fees apply. Samsung QuickStart Services are limited to configurations of fewer than 500 devices and a maximum of 8 user/administration groups. 
If you have specific requirements beyond those provided by QuickStart Services, including integration with third-party solutions, please contact your partner or your carrier, or email: samsungbusinessservices@sea.samsung.com. 10May differ by market and mobile operator.
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Device Layout

1. Rear-Facing Camera

2. Fingerprint Scanner

3. Rear LED Flash

4. Front-Facing Camera

5. Front LED Flash

6. Power Lock Button

7. Recent Button

8. Home Button

9. Earphone Jack

10. Back Button
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